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Abstract 
 

Cloud computing changes the service models of information systems and accelerates the pace 

of technological innovation of consumer electronics. However, it also brings new security 

issues. As one of the important foundations of various cloud security solutions, entity 

authentication is attracting increasing interest of many researchers. This article proposes a 

layered security architecture to provide a trust transmission mechanism among cloud systems 

maintained by different organizations. Based on the security architecture, four protocols are 

proposed to implement mutual authentication, data sharing and secure data transmission in 

federated cloud systems. The protocols not only can ensure the confidentiality of the data 

transferred, but also resist man-in-the-middle attacks and masquerading attacks.  Additionally, 

the security properties of the four protocols have been proved by S-pi calculus formal 

verification. Finally, the performance of the protocols is investigated in a lab environment and 

the feasibility of the security architecture has been verified under a hybrid cloud system. 
 

 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Layered Security Architecture, Security Protocol, S-pi 

Calculus, Identity-Based Cryptography. 
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1. Introduction 

As an emerging and powerful computational model, cloud computing enables ubiquitous, 

convenient, and on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources. These resources can be quickly configured and released with minimal management 

cost and service provider interaction [1]. In a cloud system, a participant with the ability to 

process, send or receive information is referred to as a cloud entity, which can be a hardware 

device or a software process. 

Compared to distributed computing and grid computing, cloud computing has more 

technical advantages [2], such as reliable system architecture, redundant data storage structure 

and centralized security policy management. However, due to the characteristics of cloud 

computing (for example, the delegated data management beyond the owner’s control, widely 

distributed resource access nodes, flexible security policy and vague security boundary), the 

security problems of a cloud system are complex [2, 3]. It mainly involves the following 

aspects: system availability and reliability, data integrity and confidentiality, user privacy 

protection, audition ability, and security isolation among users. Adequate security policies 

need to be adopted to deal with these security problems. Among various security policies, 

effective authentication of entities is our major focus in this paper. 

In recent years, many countries, companies and research groups have launched their own 

cloud systems, most of which are managed by a single cloud provider. However, there is a 

limitation for a single-provider cloud to cooperate with other cloud systems to maximize the 

function of available resources [24]. In order to achieve larger-scale resource sharing, to 

optimize resource allocation and to provide a seemingly infinite computing utility, 

Rochwerger et al. proposed the concept of federated clouds in the Reservoir project [25]. 

Although the new concept shows some attractive characteristics of the federated clouds for us, 

it brings some technical challenges [26]: first, how to establish standardized rules of 

hierarchical resource mapping in the process of resource delegation; second, how to design the 

strategies and the protocols for resource interaction among different resource delegations. As 

for the second type of problems, we studied many implementations of federated cloud systems 

and put forward our research point: when the user requests for resource integration, how the 

federated cloud system establishes secure data transmission channels among requesters, 

owners and delegations. 
This article makes the following contributions to the field of authentication mechanism in a 

federated cloud system. Firstly, according to identity based cryptography (IBC) scheme [6], 

we propose a layered security architecture, which provides a secure trust transmission 

mechanism among cloud systems maintained by different organizations. Secondly, on the 

basis of the architecture, we present four security protocols to implement mutual 

authentication, data sharing and secure data transfer in the cloud. Thirdly, based on S-pi 

calculus [7, 8, 9], we prove the security properties of the protocols by means of formal 

verification. Finally, we implement the architecture and protocols, and investigate their 

performance by evaluating the Average Execution Times (AET) of the protocols. The test 

results show that the longest execution time of the protocol is shorter than 2.4 seconds in the 

circumstances of 100 concurrent requests. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: The related work is discussed in Section 2. 

The layered security architecture and the definitions are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, 

we propose the mutual authentication and data sharing protocols for federated cloud system. 
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Section 5 discusses the security properties of the protocols. Section 6 shows the experimental 

results of the security protocols, and Section 7 gives conclusions. The notations and S-pi 

calculus are provided in Appendix. 

2. Related Work 

As the widely used authentication protocols in the cloud system, Kerberos V5 [27] and 

OpenID V2.0 [29] still have some security vulnerabilities: Kerberos V5 cannot resist 

password-guessing attacks due to the poor passwords set by network users [27, 28]; Although 

timestamps in Kerberos V5 are supposed to prevent replay attacks, the protocol is still not 

robust enough, because the security of timestamps relies on the network time protocols and the 

ticket lifetimes. If the ticket lifetimes are too long, the adversary has sufficient time to replay 

old tickets and impersonate valid users [27]. OpenID V2.0 is vulnerable to phishing, identity- 

provider masquerade and denial-of-service attacks [29, 30]. Among various new solutions of 

authentication, asymmetric key authentication with a trusted third party has become a hotspot 

in recent years. In 2011, Grzonkowski and Corcoran [4, 5] proposed an authentication protocol 

based on the asymmetric key and zero-knowledge proof techniques to establish a secure 

resource sharing mechanism between home networks and the cloud system. Their work does 

not address the authentication problem in the federated cloud system; however, the 

zero-knowledge proof technique is very inspiring and promising to provide a technical means 

for future researches in the federated cloud system. In this paper, we propose a strong mutual 

authentication scheme to solve the problem of authentication for cloud entities in the federated 

cloud system. 

2.1 Cryptography Basis 

The most common system using trusted third-party for identity authentication is Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI), where Certificate Authority (CA) serves as the trusted third-party to 

generate the public key certificate for the entity. However, the authentication process in the 

PKI scheme is very complicated, especially when entities managed by different CAs perform 

mutual authentication. Furthermore, if the entity cannot establish communication with CA, the 

mutual authentication mechanism becomes completely ineffective. In order to solve these 

problems, the IBC scheme [6] has been widely used. In that scheme, Private Key Generator 

(PKG) serves  as the trusted third party to generate public key and the corresponding private 

key. Since the entity’s identity is the public key, IBC is more suitable for cloud than PKI.  

However, in the IBC scheme it is difficult for a single PKG to handle all authentication and 

authorization tasks in a large network. In order to alleviate the workload of PKG, Gentry et al. 

[13, 19] proposed a practical HIBE scheme to implement hierarchical entity registration and 

private key generation. Based on the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption, Boneh 

and Boyen constructed another HIBE system [11, 14] in 2004 and refined it in 2011. The 

system has been proved to be secure in the selective-identity sense without random oracles. In 

2005, Boneh and Boyen proposed an improved HIBE scheme [12], where the cipher text size 

of the scheme is independent of the hierarchy depth. 

In the HIBE scheme, root PKG is responsible to generate private keys for lower-level PKGs, 

which in turn generate private keys for the entities in their own domains. When entity A 

intends to communicate with entity B, A only needs to obtain the identity-vector of B and the 

public parameters of the root PKG which B belongs to. Based on the Gentry's HIBE scheme, 

Lim et al. [15] proposed an identity-based key infrastructure for grid computing and designed 
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a transport layer security (TLS) handshake protocol. These fruitful researches provide good 

solutions for security problems in the cloud computing.  

2.2 IBC-Based Authentication for Cloud Entity 

In the field of cloud computing, Cheng et al. [16] proposed a data access scheme based on 

biometric authentication and IBE algorithm, but the application scope of the scheme is 

restricted by biometric algorithm accuracy, sensor stability, biometric privacy leak and 

masquerade. Schridde et al. [21, 22] employed only one PKG to provide service for all the 

entities in the cloud, and the security property of their system has not been fully proved. Kang 

and Zhang [18] proposed an IBC-based authentication scheme for the cloud storage model 

given by Kamara and Lauter [23]. In that scheme, child trusted nodes neither effectively share 

the load of root trusted node, nor participate in local trust management, and the scheme is 

inapplicable due to redundant structure and insecure key distribution. Based on HIBE scheme, 

Li et al. [17] proposed a hierarchical architecture for cloud computing and a TLS-analogous 

authentication protocol, but without mutual authentication scheme between service providers 

or between cloud systems. Yan et al. [19] adopted federated identity together with the HIBE 

scheme to implement federated identity management, key management and authentication 

among different types of clouds: public, private and hybrid clouds. In 2010, Huang et al. [20] 

gave another HIBE-based cloud system architecture, which realized a redundant backup for 

lower leveled PKGs in the cloud system. 

Although the HIBE scheme provides an effective trust mechanism, it is much easier for the 

parent PKG to obtain the private information of the child PKG since the public parameter and 

the private key of the child PKG are all generated by the parent PKG. When cloud owners are 

in a competitive situation, it is difficult to establish a unified root PKG in a federated cloud 

system to provide trust service for different clouds. We propose a new layered cloud security 

architecture to establish a trust mechanism by employing global PKG in the federated cloud 

system, without leaking the information protected by the lower-level PKG. 

3. System Architecture 

3.1 Security Architecture 

The layered cloud security architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. We divide a federated cloud 

system into multiple cloud units. Each unit is a self-contained domain with an independent 

PKG responsible for certificating cloud entities in its own domain. We also set up a Global 

PKG (GPKG) as the global trusted authority to authenticate PKGs in different domains.  

Global Security Domain

Cloud jCloud i

Global PKG

 PKG i  PKG j

…… ……
SP 1 SP n SP 1 SP n

user 1 user n user 1 user n

……
……

……

……

……

Security

Domain i

Security

Domain j

 

Fig. 1. Layered security architecture of the federated cloud system 
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For the security architecture depicted in Fig. 1, we give the following definitions: 

Definition 1. Security Domain (SD). Divide the federated cloud system into multiple cloud 

units, and each unit is called a security domain. 

Definition 2. Home Security Domain (HSD). The security domain in which the cloud entity 

registered is called the home security domain of the entity. 

Definition 3. Routing Security Domain (RSD). The non-home security domain accessed by 

the cloud entity in another security domain is called the routing security domain. 

Based on this architecture, we propose a set of mutual authentication and data sharing 

protocols for the federated cloud system in Section 4. 

3.2 Cloud Entity Authorization 

The process of cloud entity authorization includes two parts: GPKG authorizes PKG in each 

SD; PKG authorizes cloud entities, such as users and service providers (SPs) in its own SD. 

Before accessing the cloud system, the cloud entity must register its identifiable information in 

a SD. The corresponding PKG generates an authentication vector and binds it to the entity. 

3.2.1 PKG Registration and Authorization 

Step 1. PKG registers its identifiable information at GPKG. GPKG authenticates the 

identifiable information and generates a public key ),( TidID PKGPKG   for the PKG, where T  

represents the valid period of PKGID  and PKGid  the PKG’s identifiable information. 

Step 2. Based on the BF-IBE scheme [6], GPKG computes ),,( PKGGPKGGKPG IDPKG  to 

generate the private key 


PKGK  corresponding to PKGID , where GPKGK  is the GPKG’s master 

key and GPKGP  the public parameter generated by GPKG. 

Step 3. GPKG generates an authentication vector ),,,( RAIIDPKV GPKGGPKGRPKGRPKG

  and 

binds it to the PKG via a secure channel (either based on smartcards or security protocols), 

where GPKGID  is the GPKG’s identity and RAI   the register area identifier allocated by GPKG. 

3.2.2 User Authorization 

Step 1. The user registers his identifiable information userid  at PKG in arbitrary SD and gets 

a public key ),( TidID useruser  , where T  is the valid period of user
ID . 

Step 2. The PKG generates the user’s private key 


userK  by ),,( userPKGKPG IDPKG , where 

PKG
K  is the PKG’s master key and PKG

P  is the public parameter. 

Step 3. The PKG generates an authentication vector ),,,( RAIIDPKV PKGPKGuseruser

 and binds 

it to the user via a secure channel, where PKG
ID is the public key of PKG. 

 3.2.3 SP Authorization 

Similarly, SP registers its identifiable information at PKG in arbitrary SD and gets a public 

key ),( TidID SPSP  . PKG generates a vector ),,,( RAIIDPKV PKGPKGSPSP

  and binds it to the SP, 

where 


SPK  is the SP’s private key and SPid  the SP’s identifiable information. 

3.3 Key Update Mechanism 

Based on the authorization mechanism above, each cloud entity can obtain a set of public keys 

in the form of )},(),,(),,{( 21 nTidTidTid  , where i
T  is a time series code marking the valid 

period of each public key and id  represents the identifiable information of each entity. If the 

public key ),( iTid  expires, the entity will enable a new one ),( 1iTid  and its corresponding 
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private key changes automatically. In this way, the cloud system can manage the key pairs 

pre-bound to the cloud entity by i
T . 

4. Security Protocols 

4.1 Mutual Authentication Protocol between PKGs in Global Security Domain 

In order to establish an effective trust transmission mechanism between different SDs, PKGs 

need to authenticate each other and exchange their public parameters. The mutual 

authentication protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Generates R2

PKG-A PKG-B

Generates R1

Compares R1

Generates R3

Compares R2

ComparesR3

PIDAPKG BPKG
RID ,1)]},{[(



PID APKG
RR ,21 )]},{[(



PIDPKBPKG

PKAA

BPKGAPKG

APKG

RRID

PP

,32, 

,

)]},,}][{

,}][{,{[(











PIDPKAPKG

PKBB

APKGBPKG

BPKG

RID

PP

,3, 

,

)]},}][{

,}][{,{[(











 
Fig. 2. Mutual authentication protocol between PKGs 

1. PKG-A generates a random number 1
R  and encrypts ),(

1
RID

APKG  with PKG-B’s public 

key BPKG
ID

 . PKG-A sends a request vector to PKG-B: PIDAPKG BPKG
RID

,1
)]},{[(

 , where P  is the 

public parameter generated by GPKG. 

2. On receiving PKG-A’s request vector, PKG-B decrypts PIDAPKG BPKG
RID

,1
)]},{[(

  with its 

private key 


BPKGK  to retrieve 1
R  and APKG

ID
 , and then generates a random number 2

R . 

PKG-B sends a response vector to PKG-A: PID APKG
RR

,21 
)]},{[(


. 

3. Upon the receipt of PKG-B’s response vector, PKG-A decrypts it with its private key 


APKGK  to get 1
R  and 2

R , and then compares 1
R with the random number PKG-A has 

generated before to authenticate the identity of PKG-B. If the authentication succeeds, PKG-A 

generates a random number 3
R , signatures PKA

APKG

P
, 

}][{ 


and PKAPKG
APKG

ID
, 

}][{ 


 , and sends 

them to PKG-B: PIDPKBPKGPKAA BPKGAPKGAPKG

RRIDPP
,32, ,

)]},,}][{,}][{,{[(








 , where A
P is the public 

parameter of PKG-A. 

4. As soon as PKG-B receives the response vector from PKG-A, PKG-B decrypts it to 

retrieve A
P , 2

R , 3
R  and PKBPKG

APKG

ID
, 

}][{ 


 , and then compares 2
R  with the random number 

PKG-B has generated before to verify the authenticity of PKG-A. If they match, PKG-B 

verifies the validity of AP  through PKA
APKG

P
, 

}][{ 


. If the verification succeeds, PKG-B generates 

a signature PKB
BPKG

P
, 

}][{ 


 and sends a response vector to PKG-A: 

PIDPKAPKGPKBB APKGBPKGBPKG

RIDPP
,3, ,

)]},}][{,}][{,{[(








 , 

where B
P  is the public parameter of PKG-B.  

5. On receiving PKG-B’s response vector, PKG-A decrypts it to retrieve B
P , 3

R  and 

PKAPKG
BPKG

ID
, 

}][{ 


 , and then compares 3
R  with the random number PKG-A has generated 
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before to verify the timeliness of the vector. After that, PKG-A verifies the authenticity of B
P  

by checking PKB
BPKG

P
, 

}][{ 


 to complete the exchanging process of public parameters. 

Assume an instance that iPKG  (as an initiator) and jPKG  (as a responder) in different 

SDs need to exchange their public parameters. Based on S-pi calculus, the process functions 

corresponding to the initiator, the responder and the whole protocol are expressed as follows: 

Definition 4. The process function of the initiator. 

),,(  }][{     ]  [

  ),,,(  ]}{[   )(

)]},,}][{,}][{ ,{[( ]  [  ),(

  ]}{[   )()]},{[( ),(

,43,42,41,,41,42,3,44

,4,44,43,42,41,,4,3,3

,,3,22,, ,1,21,2,22,21

,,2,1,1, ,1

.
.

..  

jijijiPIDjijijiji

jijijijijiPKjijijiPKGi

PIDjijiPKPKGjPKiiPKGjjijijijiji

PKjijijiPKGiPIDjiPKGiPKGjPKG

xxxFinxofxcaseRisx

inxxxxxletinxofxcasexC

RxIDPPCRisxinxxxlet

inxofxcasexCRIDC jiP

PKGj

PKGi

PKGjPKGiPKGi

PKGiPKGj













 (1) 

Definition 5. The process function of the responder. 
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  (2) 

Definition 6. The whole protocol function. 

mnn

Nn nGPKnPKGNj PKGjNi PKGin

IImnjiI

IPIPvKvKIIISys



   








),,(

)))(|)((()()(  ),,(
21    (3) 

4.2 User Access Authentication Protocol in Routing Security Domain 

When a user belonging to security domain A needs to access SP in security domain B, the 

access authentication protocol is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

SP(domian B) PKG(domian B)

Verifies

Compares R4

user(domain A)

Get 

parameters

according 

to RAI

Generates R3

Judges RAI

Generates R1

Generates R2

Compares R2

Generates R4 

and (CK,IK)
Compares R3

Verifies

),}({ IKDM CK

),( RAIIDuser

),)]},,({[( ,1 SPPIDuser IDRRAIID
BSP

BSPAAPKG

BBPKG

PIDPKBPKG

PKBA

RID

PP

,1,

,

)]},}][{

}][{,{[(









AuserAAPKG

BBPKG

PIDPKBPKG

BPKGPKBB

RID

IDPP

,2,

,

)]},}][{

,,}][{,{[(











BSP PIDRR ,32 )]},{[(

Auser PIDRRIKCK ,43 )]},,,{[(

)),}({,}({
44

IKRMR CKCK

),}({ 4 IKRM CK
)),}({,}({ IKDMD CKCK

 

Fig. 3. User access authentication protocol in RSD 

1. The user in security domain A sends SP an access request vector:  ),( RAIID
user . 

2. Upon the receipt of the request vector, SP in security domain B judges the user's HSD 

through RAI . After that, SP generates a random number 1
R  and sends a request vector to 
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PKG-B to apply for the public parameter of security domain A and the signature of the public 

parameter of security domain B. SP sends a vector to PKG-B: ),)]},,({[(
,1 SPPIDuser

IDRRAIID
BSP

. 

3. On receiving SP’s request vector, PKG-B decrypts it with 

SPK  to retrieve 1
R , user

ID  and 

RAI , and then judges the user’s HSD through RAI . After that, according to the protocol in 

Section 4.1, PKG-B communicates with PKG-A to get the public parameters of security 

domain A and their signatures, and then PKG-B sends a response vector to SP: 

BSPAAPKGBBPKG
PIDPKBPKGPKBA

RIDPP
,1,,

)]},}][{}][{,{[( 






. 

4. On receiving the response vector from PKG-B, SP decrypts it with 


SPK  to retrieve 1
R , 

and then compares it with the random number SP has generated before to verify the timeliness 

of the response vector. If the verification succeeds, SP generates a random number 2
R  and 

sends a response vector to the user: Au serAAPKGBBPKG
PIDPKBPKGBPKGPKBB

RIDIDPP
,2,,

)]},}][{,,}][{,{[( 





 . 

5. Upon the receipt of the response vector, the user decrypts it with 

userK  and verifies 

AAPKG PKBPKG
ID

,
}][{ 


 with APKG

ID
  to confirm the authenticity of BPKG

ID
 . If the verification 

succeeds, the user verifies 
BBPKG PKB

P
,

}][{ 


 with BPKG
ID

  to confirm the authenticity of B
P . If the 

verification succeeds, the user generates a random number 3
R  and sends a response vector to 

SP: 
BSP PID

RR
,32

)]},{[( . 

6. Upon the receipt of the response vector from the user, SP decrypts it to retrieve ),(
32

RR , 

and compares 2
R with the random number SP has generated before to verify the user’s identity. 

If they match, SP generates a random number 4
R  and a session key vector ),( IKCK , where 

CK is the cipher key and IK  the integrity key. SP sends a response vector to the user:  

Auser PID
RRIKCK

,43
)]},,,{[( . 

7. On receiving the response vector, the user decrypts it to retrieve 3
R , 4

R  and ),( IKCK . 

Then the user verifies the timeliness of ),( IKCK  through 3
R . If the verification succeeds, the 

user sends a response vector to SP: )),}({,}({
44

IKRMR
CKCK . 

8. Upon the receipt of the user’s response vector, SP verifies the integrity of the vector 

through ),}({
4

IKRM
CK . If the verification succeeds, SP decrypts CK

R }{
4  with CK to retrieve 

4
R  and compares it with the random number SP has generated before to confirm that the user 

has received the session keys correctly. If they match, SP encrypts D  with ),( IKCK  and 

sends the results of encryption to the user: )),}({,}({ IKDMD
CKCK . 

Assume an instance that user i -A belonging to security domain A needs to access SP j -B 

in security domain B. Based on S-pi calculus, the process functions corresponding to user i -A, 

SP j -B, PKG-B and the whole protocol are expressed as follows: 

Definition 7. The user’s process function for the access protocol in RSD. 
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Definition 8. The SP’s process function for the access protocol in RSD. 
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Definition 9. The PKG-B’s process function for the access protocol in RSD. 
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  (6) 

Definition 10. The whole system function for the access protocol in RSD. 
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  (7) 

4.3 Mutual Authentication Protocol between SPs in Different Security Domains 

When SP-A in domain A needs to set up a secure communication channel with SP-B in 

domain B, the mutual authentication protocol is illustrated in Fig. 4. Since the principle of the 

protocol between SPs in different SDs is the same with the protocol in Section 4.2, the 

implementation details and the security analysis of the protocol are omitted in this article. 
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Fig. 4. Mutual authentication protocol between SPs in different SDs 
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4.4 Data Sharing Protocol in Different Security Domains 

In the scenario where the user belonging to security domain A needs to share his data stored in 

SP-A with SP-B, the data sharing protocol between SPs is illustrated in Fig. 5, with the 

premise that the user has accessed the cloud system in RSD and SPs have established a secure 

data transmission channel. The detailed security analysis of this protocol is omitted in our 

article, because the principle of the protocol is the similar with the previous protocols. 
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Fig. 5. Data sharing protocol in different SDs 

1. The user sends a request vector to SP-B: 
1

)})]},{[(,{(
,211 CKPID AASP

REQRREQ


. 1 
REQ  is the 

data-processing request sent to SP-B. 2 
REQ is the data-sharing request sent to SP-A. 1

R  is a 

random number. 1
CK  is the session key between the user and SP-B. 

2. Upon the receipt of the user’s request vector, SP-B decrypts it with 1
CK to get the user’s 

requirement through 1 
REQ . After that, SP-B sends 

AASP PID
REQR

,21
)]},{[(


 to SP-A. 

3. On receiving the user’s request forwarded by SP-B, SP-A decrypts it with 


ASPK  to get 

the user’s service requirement through 2
REQ and then sends a response vector to SP-B: 

2
)})]},,{[(,{(

, 2211 CKPID Auser
RESRRRES . 

1
RES is a service-response vector sent to SP-B. 2

RES is a service-response vector sent to the 

user. 2
R is a random number. 2

CK is the session key between SP-B and SP-A. 

4. As soon as SP-B receives the response vector from SP-A, SP-B decrypts it with 2
CK . 

According to 1
RES , the SP-B generates a service token T , and sends a request vector to the 

user asking for a service authorization: 1
)}]},,{[,}][{,{(

, 221, CKPIDPK AuserBBSP

RESRRTT 


, where 

BBSP PK
T

,
}][{ 


is the signature of T  signed by SP-B. 

5. Upon the receipt of SP-B’s response vector, the user decrypts it with 1
CK to retrieve 

Auser PID
RESRR

, 221
]},,{[ , T  and 

BBSP PK
T

,
}][{ 


. The user confirms the validity of T  by checking the 

authenticity of  
BBSP PK

T
,

}][{ 


. If the confirmation succeeds, the user generates an authorization 

signature 
Auser PK

T
,

}][{   and decrypts 
Auser PID

RESRR
, 221

]},,{[  to verify the validity of 2
RES  through 

1
R . If the verification succeeds, the user gets SP-A’s response through 2

RES and sends an 

authorization vector to SP-B:  1
)})]}}][{,,{[(,}][{,{(

,, 222, CKPIDPKPK AASPAuserAuser

RESRESRTT


 . 

6. On receiving the user’s response vector, SP-B decrypts it with 1
CK and validates the 

user’s authorization signature. SP-B sends a response vector to SP-A: 
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2
)})]}}][{,,{[(,}][{,}][{,{(

,, 222,, CKPIDPKPKPK AASPAuserBBSPAuser

RESRESRTTT





 . 

7. Upon the receipt of SP-B’s response vector, SP-A decrypts it with 2
CK and verifies the 

validity of T  through 
Auser PK

T
,

}][{   and 
BBSP PK

T
,

}][{ 


. If the verification succeeds, SP-A decrypts 

AASPAuser
PIDPK

RESRESR
,, 222

)]}}][{,,{[(


  and verifies the timeliness of 2
RES through 2

R and the 

authenticity of 2
RES  through 

Auser PK
RES

, 2
}][{  . If the validations succeed and the service request 

described in T  is consistent with what is described in 2
RES , SP-A shares the user’s data with 

SP-B: )),}({,}({
222

IKDMD
CKCK . 

After user i -A accesses SP j -B, he requests SP j -B to get his data stored in SP k -A. 

Based on S-pi calculus, the process functions corresponding to user i -A, SP j -B, SP k -A and 

the whole system are expressed as follows: 

Definition 16. The user’s process function for the data sharing protocol. 
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Definition 17. The receiver (SP j -B) process function for the data sharing protocol. 
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Definition 18. The sender (SP k -A) process function for the data sharing protocol. 
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            (10) 

Definition 19. The whole system function for the data sharing protocol. 
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5. Security Analysis Based on S-pi Calculus 

Based on S-pi calculus, this section provides proofs for the security properties of the protocols 

in two areas: secrecy and authenticity. 

5.1 Secrecy Analysis 

Our security architecture includes two-level trust nodes: GPKG in the global security domain 

(GSD) and PKG in the lower-level security domain (LSD). In GSD, GPKG is in charge of 

setting up trust mechanism among PKGs in different SDs. In LSD, PKG is responsible for 

setting up trust mechanism among cloud entities registered in its domain.  

5.1.1 Secrecy Analysis of the Protocol between PKGs in GSD 

Following (1) and (2) in Section 4.1, let PKGi
C  represent the communication channel of iPKG  

and PKGj
C  represents the communication channel of jPKG . In order to prove the secrecy 

property of the protocol, we need to prove Proposition 1-3. 

Proposition 1. The protocol process functions execute successfully only if PKGi
C  and PKGj

C  

denote the same communication channel. 

Proof. According to the structural equivalence axioms (36)-(42) in appendix, function (3) 

can be transformed as: 

))(|)(|)(|)(|)(|)()(()(
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21
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   (12) 

where }|),({
mnn

IImnjiI  . 

Any two terms of )(
nPKG

IP  and )(
mGPK

IP  in (12) can compose a group of protocol processes: 

),(|),()(|)( lkPjiPIPIP
PKGjPKGimPKGnPKG

    (13) 

where )},(),,({ lkIjiI
mn
 . 

According to the protocol processes defined in (1) and (2), equation (13) can be further 

expressed as (14).  

22221111

22221111

 )()( )()(                                   
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yCMCyCMC

xNxCCxNxCCIPIP

PKGkPKGlPKGkPKGl

PKGiPKGjPKGiPKGjmPKGjnPKGi




 (14) 

The data sent/received by jPKG / iPKG  is represented by i
 / i

x respectively. 3,2,1
)(
iii

xN  is 

the function to process i
x . The data sent/ received by kPKG / lPKG  is represented by j

y / j
  

respectively. 3,2,1
)(

jjj
yM  is the function to process j

y .  

For }|),(),,({
mnmn

IIlkIjiI  , there are three cases: ljki     , ljki     and 

ljki     . If ljki      or ljki     , we have PKGlPKGj
CC  . The protocol process 

expressed by (14) cannot execute successfully, because the communication channels do not 

match. If ljki     , from (14) we have 

2222111

2222111
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|)()( )()()(|)(

..

...
yCMCyCM

xNxCCxNxCIPIP

PKGkPKHlPKGk
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  (15) 

Since ki  , PKGi
C  is different from PKGk

C . Thus, the protocol described in (15) cannot be 

executed successfully.  

For }|),(),,({
mnmn

IIlkIjiI  , we have ),(|),()(|)( jiPjiPIPIP
PKGjPKGimPKGjnPKGi

 . In that 

case, the security protocol can be executed successfully.     □ 
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Proposition 2. For any group of process functions, if the channels of communication sides 

match mutually, the secrecy property holds. 

Proof. According to (36)-(42) and Proposition 1, equation (12) can be transformed as: 
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Choose an arbitrary group of process functions from (16), based on (1)-(3) we have 
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(17) 

where n
F  is the PKG’s private process without revealing any information about j

P , 

PKj
PKGj

P
,

}][{   and PKPKGi
PKG j

ID
,

}][{   in the event ),( jiI
n
 . For (17), we have 

DwithjiPjiPDwithjiPjiPDFDFDD
GPKPKGGPKPKGnn

    ),(|),(  ),(|),()()(:,    (18) 

where D and D  represent different parameter collections. 

According to (53), the confidentiality of the protocol process in (17) holds.   □ 

Proposition 3. If the arbitrary group of process functions is secure, then for the whole 

protocol, which consists of groups of process functions, the secrecy property holds. 

Proof. Since arbitrary group of process functions in (16) satisfies the indistinguishable 

relationship, we have 
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For arbitrary )),(),,((
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Based on (19) and the Proposition 1, for (12) we have 
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From (20), we know that the process function ),,(
21 n

IIISys   defined in (3) meets the 

secrecy definition given in appendix. Thus, the secrecy property of the protocol holds.  □ 

5.1.2 Secrecy Analysis of User Access Authentication Protocol in RSD 

We prove the secrecy property of the user access authentication protocol as follows: 

Step 1. According to the proving procedures in Proposition 1, in the same way, we have that 

any group of protocol process functions composed of )(
nAuser

IP
 , ),(

mmBSP
DIP

  and )(
kBPKG

IP
  

can be executed successfully only if kmn
III   and the channels of communication sides 

match mutually. 

Step 2. According to the structural equivalence axioms given in (36)-(42) and the 

conclusion in Step 1, we apply an equivalent transformation in (7) and obtain: 
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In the process of protocol execution, since PKG-B (as an initiator) needs to obtain 

)}][{,}][{,(
,, PKBPKGPKAA

APKGAPKG

IDPP 





  from PKG-A (as a responder) and to provide A
P  and 

PKBPKG
APKG

ID
,

}][{ 


  for SP-B, equation (21) must be combined with (17) to form the complete 

security protocol expression (22).  
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   (22) 

Equation (22) shows that PKGs in domain A and B will execute mutual authentication and 

data transfer protocol in the case that users in domain A access SPs in domain B. The process 

)),(|),(( BAPBAP
BPKGAPKG   can be combined with ))(|),(|)((

nPKGnnSPnuser
IPDIPIP  to form a 

complete user access authentication protocol in RSD. According to the protocol process 

defined in (4)-(6) and structural equivalence axioms (36)-(42), the formal expression of the 

security protocol can be expressed as: 
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We apply an equivalent transformation in (23) and obtain: 
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We substitute )(
1,1 ji

yQ  into (24) and obtain: 
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From (23) and (A.2) - (A.25), we substitute )(
1,1 kj

zR  into (25) and obtain: 
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We use the corresponding process functions defined in (4) and (5) to substitute for )(
,11 ji

xP  

and )(
2,2 ji

yQ  in (26), and apply an equivalent transformation in (26) repeatedly until we get 

the final result: 
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where n
F  is the SP’s private process, which does not reveal any information about n

D  in the 

event ),( jiI
n
 . For (27) we have: 
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Step 3. Since the arbitrary group of process functions in (29) satisfies the indistinguishable 

relationship, we have: 

))(|),(|)(( ))(|),(|)((
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    (29) 

From (28), we know that the process function ),,(
21 n

IIISys   defined in (7) satisfies the 

secrecy definition in appendix. Thus, the secrecy property of the access authentication and key 

agreement protocol holds.        □ 

5.2 Authenticity Analysis 

In the processes of our protocols, the knowledge that the attacker gets from communication 

channels can be expressed as },,,{ DCRAIIDK  , where ID  represents the set of identity 

information, RAI  the set of register area identifiers, C  the set of channel identifiers and D  

the set of encrypted data. 

From Section 5.1, we can get a conclusion that the attacker cannot attack the protocol even 

if he gets C and RAI . In our security architecture, zero-knowledge proof technique makes the 

attacker’s masquerade ineffective, because the attacker cannot complete the response process 

without the legitimate private key. By state exploration approach [8], we can prove that the 

authenticity of the protocols relies on the freshness of random numbers. If the random number 

is fresh, the protocols satisfy )()(: MInstMInstM
spec

  and can resist man-in-the-middle 

attacks and masquerading attacks. 

6. Experiment 

In this section, we discuss the execution efficiency of the security protocols in Section 4. 

Firstly, we evaluate the execution efficiency of the algorithms in the BF-IBE scheme because 

they affect the performance of the protocols greatly due to their slow execution speed. 

Secondly, we test the AETs of the protocols under concurrent requests.  

The hardware of our test environment includes a single Intel Core i5 quad-core processor, 

two DDR3 2G memory and 100Mbps bandwidth. The software environment includes 

Windows 7, Oracle JRE 1.7.1 and Web-logic 12C. The development environment includes 

Spring 3.1, Oracle JDK 1.7.1 and part of open source architecture from the third party. 

In order to achieve the security protocols, we have implemented the algorithms of AES-128, 

HMAC-SHA1-160 and random-number-generation through Java Crypto API. Based on the 

open source code of BF-IBE algorithms in C offered by Stanford, we rewrote the code in Java 

to adapt to web service. 

6.1 Performance Analysis of BF-IBE Algorithms 

The BF-IBE scheme includes four algorithms: Setup algorithm generates system parameters 

and a master key; Extract algorithm uses the master key to generate the private key 

corresponding to an arbitrary public key; Encryption algorithm encrypts data using the public 

key and the system parameters; Decryption algorithm decrypts data using the private key and 

the system parameters. 
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The execution time of the setup algorithm is not discussed in this section, because this 

algorithm is only used for the system initialization and its performance does not affect the 

execution efficiency of the protocols. Moreover, compared with the encryption and the 

decryption algorithms, the signature and the verification algorithms can scarcely affect the 

execution time of our security protocols due to their high efficiency. So the test results of the 

signature and the verification algorithms are also not discussed. 

6.1.1 Performance Analysis of the Extract Algorithm 

In order to evaluate the impact of the extract algorithm on the time spent in the cloud entity 

registration and authorization, we select five sets of data to test the AETs of the extract 

algorithm, and each set contains 500 samples of public key with the same size. The test results 

are described in Table 1, under the condition that the public key size does not exceed 256 byte, 

the AETs are about 20ms. Due to the pre-authorization mechanism in our security scheme, the 

concurrent execution efficiency of the extract algorithm does not significantly affect the 

execution efficiency of the authentication protocols. Therefore, the concurrent test results are 

not discussed in this article. 
Table 1. The average execution time of extract algorithm 

Public Key Size 

(Byte) 

Average Execution 

Time (ms) 

Sample Amount Private Key Size 

(bit) 

16 19.9 500 512 

32 20.1 500 512 

64 20.0 500 512 

128 20.4 500 512 

256 20.3 500 512 

6.1.2 Performance Analysis of Encryption and Decryption Algorithms 

The encryption and the decryption algorithms are only used to process the protocol data of 

small amount (the maximum protocol packet size is smaller than 6KB). Thus, we select 10 sets 

of data with the size of each set ranging from 1KB to 10KB to test the AETs of the algorithms. 

Each set contains 500 data samples of the same size. As shown in Fig. 6, the AET of each 

algorithm is proportional to the data size (private key size is 512bit). When the data size is 

6KB, the average encryption time is shorter than 0.2s and the decryption time is about 0.9s. 

 

Fig. 6. Average execution times of encryption and decryption algorithms 

According to the principle of the BF-IBE scheme, the public key can be any string and the 
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size of the public key does not affect the speed of the encryption and the decryption algorithms, 

while the size of the corresponding private key is fixed and determined by the key size 

parameter specified in the extract algorithm. Therefore, we need to evaluate the relationship 

between the execution time of the encryption or the decryption algorithm and the size of the 

private key. We select four private keys with the size of 128 bits, 256 bits, 512 bits and 1024 

bits respectively, and test five sets of test data ranging from 2KB to 10KB to determine the 

AETs of both algorithms. 

 
 

 
Fig. 7. Average execution times of encryption and decryption algorithms with different private key size 

As shown in Fig. 7, the test results show that the AETs of the encryption and the decryption 

algorithms are proportional to the size of the private key and the growth rates of the AETs are 

proportional to the size of the processed data. In the case of small amount of data, the growth 

of the execution time is no more than 0.2 seconds with the increase of private key size and the 

processed data. Therefore, the stability of the encryption and the decryption algorithms in the 

BF-IBE scheme achieves application requirements. 

6.2 Protocol Performance Analysis 

In order to evaluate the performance of our protocols, we test the AETs of four protocols under 
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concurrent requests (private key size is 512bit). The number of concurrent requests range from 

10 to 100. In Fig. 8, P1 depicts the AET of mutual authentication protocol between PKGs in 

GSD, P2 the AET of user access authentication protocol in RSD, P3 the AET of mutual 

authentication protocol between SPs in different SDs and P4 the AET of data sharing protocol 

in different SDs. 

 
Fig. 8. Average execution times of four security protocols 

As shown in Fig. 8, with the increase of the concurrent requirements, the execution time 

grows. When the concurrent requests are the same, the execution time of the protocols is 

proportional to the complexity and the packet size of the protocols. The longest execution time 

of the data sharing protocol is shorter than 2.4s, in the case of 100 concurrent requests. The 

AET of each security protocol is proportional to the number of times the encryption and the 

decryption algorithms are executed, and at the same time proportional to the size of the data to 

be encrypted or decrypted. 

7. Conclusion 

In order to solve cloud entity authentication issues, we divide the federated cloud system into 

multiple cloud units and each unit is a self-contained domain. On the basis of BF-IBE scheme, 

we propose a layered security architecture and four security protocols to implement mutual 

authentication, data sharing and secure data transfer in the federated cloud system. We use 

S-pi calculus formal verification to prove the security properties of the protocols and make the 

conclusion: these protocols not only protect the transferred sensitive data, but also resist 

man-in-the-middle attacks and masquerading attacks. The layered security architecture and 

the performance of the protocols are tested in a lab environment. 

Compared to HIBE scheme, the layered architecture is more suitable to implement mutual 

authentication for cloud entities which belong to different SDs in the federated cloud system, 

because GPKG only provides trust transmission mechanism for different SDs but cannot 

decrypt the private information protected by the lower-level PKG. How to effectively 

incorporate the HIBE scheme into our security architecture in the LSD will be the future work.  

Moreover, in the future research we will investigate the case of multiple Virtual Machines 

(VMs), in which the VM with the weakest security becomes the missing link for the whole 

system. Since traditional network security systems, such as firewalls and intrusion detection 

systems, may fail in the virtualized network, secure low-level VM to VM access will be a new 
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technical difficulty in constructing the federated cloud system. Our future work will focus on 

the security of VM access and re-imaged VMs. 

Appendix 

Based on S-pi calculus [7], [8] the semantic notations in this article are given in Fig. 9.  

n

,, yx

),,( 

)(suc

),( M


}{




  ,]}{[

  ,}][{

name

name(variable)

pair

successor

MAC

shared-key encryption

public part

private part

public-key encryption

private-key signature

Px .)( input

QP | composition

Pvm)( restriction

P! replication

Pis  ]  [  match

Pnotis  ]   [  not match

Pinyxlet     ),(  pair splitting

QxsucPofcase :)( :0   

 Pinxofcase   }{    shared-key decryption

integer case

 Pinxofcase   ]}{[   , decryption

 Pinxofcase   }][{   , signature checkP. output
 

Fig. 9. Syntaxes of S-pi calculus terms and processes 

 

— 
,

]}{[ represents the encryption result of  with public key  and public parameter  . 

— 
,

}][{  represents the signature result of  with private key  and public parameter  . 

— ),( M  represents the message authentication code of  with symmetric key  .  

— Pinxofcase   ]}{[   
,

  represents a private key decryption process. If  is the result of 

encrypting message  with a public key whose corresponding private key is   and the public 

parameter is  , the process substitutes x  with   and behaves as described in P . 

— Pinxofcase   }][{   
,  represents a signature check process. If  is the signature of 

message   signed with a private key whose corresponding public key is   and the public 

parameter is  , the process substitutes x  with   and behaves as described in P . 

Reduction relation axioms: 

PPP | !!    (30)           PPis  ]  [         (31)          ],[     ),(),( yxPPinyxlet       (32) 

][     }{  }{ xPPinxofcase                 (33)      ][     ]}{[  ]}{[ 
,,

xPPinxofcase 


   (34) 

][     }][{  }][{ 
,,

xPPinxofcase 


   (35) 

Structural equivalence axioms: 

PP    (36)       RQPRQP |)|()|(|    (37)         PP 0|  (38)        PvmvnPvnvm ))(())((   (39) 

00)( vn  (40)                 PQQP ||    (41)                  )(     )(|)|)(( PfnnifQvnPQPvn    (42) 

Reaction relation axiom and rules: 

][ |)(| .. xQPQxP    (43)             
QP

QP




 (44)             

PP 
 (45)             

PQ

QP




 (46) 

RP

RQQP



   
 (47)        

QPQP

PP

|| 


 (48)     
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)()(
 (49)     

QP

QQQPPP



     
 (50) 
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QPQP

PP

|| 


 (51)  

PvnPvn

PP





)()(
(52) 

Suppose that )(MInst expresses a security protocol and )(MInst
spec

 expresses a correct 

specification of the protocol. The secrecy property of the protocol can be defined as: 

)()()()(:, MInstMInstMFMFMM
spec

    (53) 

The authenticity property of the protocol can be defined as: 

)()(: MInstMInstM
spec

     (54) 
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